The concept of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic is widely used to propose of several methods applied to systems modeling, classification and pattern recognition problem. This paper proposes a genetic-fuzzy recognition system for speech recognition. In addition to pre-processing, with mel-cepstral coefficients, the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to generate a two-dimensional time matrix for each pattern to be recognized. A genetic algorithms is used to optimize a Mamdani fuzzy inference system in order to obtain the best model for final recognition. The speech recognition system used in this paper was named Genetic Fuzzy Inference System for Speech Recognition (GFIS). Experimental results for speech recognition applied to brazilian language show the efficiency of the proposed methodology compared to methodologies widely used and cited in the literature.
INTRODUCTION
Parameterization of an analog speech signal is the first step in speech recognition process. Several popular signal analysis techniques have emerged as standards in the literature. These algorithms are intended to produce a perceptually meaningful parametric representation of the speech signal, parameters that can emulate some behavior observed in human auditory and perceptual systems. Actually, these algorithms are also designed to maximize recognition performance (Picone, 1991) , (Rabiner and Hwang, 1993) . The problem of pattern recognition might be formulated as follows: Let S k classes, where k = 1,2,3...K, and S k ⊂ ℜ n . If any pattern space is take with dimension ℜ x , where x ≤ n, it should transform this space into a new pattern space with dimension ℜ a , where a < x ≤ n. Then assuming a statistical measure or second order model for each S k , through a covariance function represented by Φ (k) x , the covariance matrix of the general pattern recognition problem becomes:
where P(S k ) is a distribution function of the class S k , a priori, with 0 ≤ P(S k ) ≤ 1. A linear transformation operator through the matrix A maps the pattern space in a transformed space where the columns are orthogonal basis vectors of this matrix A. The patterns of the new space are linear combinations of the original axes as structure of the matrix A. The statistics of second order in the transformed space are given by:
where Φ A is the covariance matrix which corresponds to the space generated by the matrix A and the operator [·] T corresponds to the transpose of a matrix. Thus, it can extract features that provide greater discriminatory power for classification from the dimension of the space generated (Andrews, 1971) . One of the most widespread techniques for pattern speech recognition is the "Hidden Markov Model" (HMM) (Shenouda et al., 2006) . A well known deficiency of the classical HMMs is the poor modeling of the acoustic events related to each state. Since the probability of recursion to the same state is constant, the probability of the acoustic event related to the state is exponentially decreasing. A second weakness of the HMMs is that the observation vectors within each state are assumed uncorrelated, and these vectors are correlated (Wachter et al., 2007) . To overcome these drawbacks, robust recognizer has been proposed, since it has been experimentally shown that spectral variations are discriminant features for similar sounds (Fissore et al., 1997) .
Proposed Methodology
In this proposal, a speech signal is encoded and parameterized in a two-dimensional time matrix with four parameters of the speech signal. After coding, the mean and variance of each pattern are used to generate the rule base of Mamdani fuzzy inference system. The mean and variance are optimized using genetic algorithm in order to have the best performance of the recognition system. This paper consider as patterns the brazilian locutions (digits): '0 ','1 ','2 ','3 ','4 ','5 ','6 ','7 ','8 ','9 ' . The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (Ahmed et al., 1974) , (Zhou and Chen, 2009 ) is used to encoding the speech patterns. The use of DCT in data compression and pattern classification has been increase in recent years, mainly due to the fact its performance is much closer to the results obtained by the KarhunenLoève transform which is considered optimal for a variety of criteria such as mean square error of truncation and entropy (Fu, 1968) . This paper demonstrates the potential of DCT and fuzzy inference system in speech recognition (Milner et al., 1994) , (Silva and Serra, 2011) .
SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
The proposed recognition system GFIS block diagram is depicted in Fig.1 . 
Two-Dimensional Time Matrix DCT Coding
Initially, the speech signal is digitizing, so it is divided in frames which are windowed and encoded in a set of parameters defined by the order of mel-cepstral coefficients (MFCC). The DCT coefficients are computed and the two-dimensional time DCT matrix is generated, based on each speech signal to be recognized (Ariki et al., 1989) , (Milner et al., 1994) . Let m f cc the mel-cepstral coefficients. The two-dimensional time matrix is the result of DCT in a sequence of T melcepstral coefficients observation vectors on the time axis, given by:
where m f cc k are the mel-cepstral coefficients, and k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, is the k-th (line) component of t-th frame of the matrix and n, 1 ≤ n ≤ N (column) is the order of DCT. Thus, the two-dimensional time matrix (Azar and Razzazi, 2008) , where the interesting loworder coefficients k and n that encode the long-term variations of the spectral envelope of the speech signal is obtained (Fissore et al., 1997) . Thus, there is a two-dimensional time matrix C k (n, T ) for each input speech signal. The elements of the matrix are obtained as follows:
1. For a given spoken word P(digit), ten examples of utterances of Pare gotten. Each examples is properly encoded in T frames distributed along the time axis;
2. Each frame of a given example of the word P generates a total of K mel-cepstral coefficients and the significant features are taken for each frame along time. The N-th order DCT is computed for each mel-cepstral coefficient of same order within the frames distributed along the time axis, i.e., c 1 of the frame t 1 , c 1 of the frame t 2 , ...,, c 1 of the frame t T , c 2 of the frame t 1 , c 2 of the frame t 2 , ...,, c 2 of the frame t T , and so on, generating elements {c 11 , c 12 , c 13 , ..., c 1N }, {c 21 , c 22 , c 23 , ..., c 2N }, {c K1 , c K2 , c K3 , ..., c KN }, and the matrix given in equation (3). Thus, a two-dimensional time matrix DCT is generated for each example of the word P, represented by: C kn , where k = 1, 2, ...K and n = 1, 2, ..., N. In this paper, a two-dimensional time matrix is generated by C j kn for each spoken word, where j = 0, 1, 2...9 and K = N = 2.
3. Finally, a matrix of mean and variances, for all matrices C j kn from the ten examples of spoken words used as patterns, is generated in order to produce gaussians to be used as fundamental information for implementation of the fuzzy recognition system. The means and variances to be optimized by genetic algorithm maximize the total of hits from the fuzzy recognition system.
Fuzzy Inference System for Speech Recognition Decision
Given the fuzzy set A input, the fuzzy set B output, should be obtained by the relational max-t composition (Monserrat et al., 2007) . This relationship is given by.
where Ru is a fuzzy relational rules base.
The fuzzy rule base of practical systems usually consists of more than one rule. In this paper the compositional inference is used (Wang, 1994) , (Gang, 2010) . 
where A l i and B l are fuzzy set in U i ⊂ ℜ and V ⊂ ℜ, and x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n )
T ∈ U and y ∈ V are input and output variables of fuzzy system, respectively. Let M be the number of rules in the fuzzy rule base; that is, l = 1, 2, ...M.
From the coefficients of the matrices C j kn with j = 0, 1, 2, ..., 9, k = 1, 2 and n = 1, 2 generated during the training process, representing the mean and variance of each pattern j a rule base with M = 40 individual rules is obtained and given by:
In this paper, the training process is based on the fuzzy relation Ru j using the Mamdani implication. The rule base Ru j should be considered a relation R(X ×Y ) → [0, 1], computed by:
where the operator I should be any t-norm (Babuska, 1998) , (Seki et al., 2010) , (Gosztolya et al., 2009 ). Given the fuzzy set A ′ input, the fuzzy set B ′ output might be obtained by max-min composition, (Wang, 1994) . For a minimum t-norm and max-min composition it yields:
The elements of the matrix C j kn were used to generate gaussians membership functions in the process of fuzzification. For each trained model j the gaussians memberships functions µ c j kn are generated, corresponding to the elements c j kn of the two-dimensional time matrix C j kn with j = 0.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, where j is the model used in training. The training system for generation of fuzzy patterns is based on the encoding of the speech signal s(t), generating the parameters of the matrix C j kn . Then, these parameters are fuzzified, and they are related to properly fuzzified output y j by the relational implications, generating a relational surface µ (Ru) , given by:
This relational surface is the fuzzy system rule base for recognition optimized by genetic algorithm to maximize the speech recognition. The training system is shown in Fig.2 .
The decision phase is performed by a fuzzy inference system based on the set of rules obtained from the mean and variance matrices of two dimensions time of each spoken digit. In this paper, a matrix with minimum number of parameters (2 × 2) in order to allow a satisfactory performance compared to pattern recognizers available in the literature. The elements of the matrices C From the set of rules of the fuzzy relation between antecedent and consequent, a data matrix for the given implication is obtained. After the training process, the relational surfaces is generated based on the rule base and implication method. The speech signal is encoded to be recognized and their parameters are evaluated in relation to the functions of each patterns on the relational surfaces and the degree of membership is obtained. The final decision for the pattern is taken according to the max − min composition between the input parameters and the data contained in the relational surfaces.
Optimization of Relational Surface with Genetic Algorithm
The continuous genetic algorithm (Haupt and Haupt, 2004) , (Tang et al., 1997 ) is configured with a population size of 100, generations of 300, with mutations probability of 15% and two chromosomes, with 40 genes each, to optimize a cost function with 80 variables, which are the means and variances of the patterns to be recognized by the proposed fuzzy recognition system. The genetic algorithm was used to optimize the variations of mean and variances of each pattern in order to maximize the successful recognition process.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

System Training
The patterns to be used in the recognition process were obtained from ten speakers who are speaking the digits 0 until 9. After pre-processing of the speech signal and fuzzification of the matrix C j kn , its fuzzifieds components µ c j kn had been optimized by the GA that maximize the total of successful recognition. The optimization process was performed with 16 realizations of the genetic algorithm. The best result of the recognition processing by GFIS is shown in Fig.3 . The total number of hits using GA was 92 digits correctly identified in the training process. The relational surface generated for this result was used for validation process. The best individual in the first genera- tion is shown in Fig.4 . In this case the total number of correct answers was 46 digits. The ralational surface of the best individual in the first generation is shows in Fig.5 . The optimum individual, GFIS, presents the features in Fig.6 and Fig.7. 
System Test -Validation
In this step, 100 locutions uttered in a room with controlled noise level and 500 locutions uttered in an The tables from 1 to 6 presents the comparative analysis of the HMM with three state, three gaussian mixture by state and order analysis, i.e., the number of mel-cepstral parameter equal 8 and 12. The number of hits, using the HMM and GFIS for speech recognition. In the table for HMM, sn = state number, and pn = parameters number( Mel-cepstrais coefficients). 
